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Summary of Field Work: In year 3 of the project, we will start to refine the technology of the monitoring system. In addition, the team will also start to operate the observing system on the chosen California Current section in a demonstration mode.

Summary of Facility Requirements:

Summary of Other Requirements or Comments:
Op Area Summary: Line 66 and 90

Op Area Size: unknown at this time

Op Area Details: The new Monterey glider section corresponds to Line 66, deployment of the Pilot Boundary Current Array is planned for Line 90, and (under other funding) SIO is maintaining physical/biological glider sampling on Lines 80 and 90. Lines 67, 76, 80, 83, 87, 90 and 93 are occupied quarterly by CalCOFI with hydrographic, plankton, acoustic, sea bird, and marine mammal sampling. For the proposed period, we plan to maintain continuous sampling on Line 66 for an additional year.
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